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Elevating the Advanced Manufacturing Workforce


MAU Ascent specializes in equipping advanced manufacturers and supply chain innovators with a highly-skilled, blended workforce. We provide full-time, contract, and outsourced talent, allowing your team to concentrate on your core business. Our tailored workforce ecosystem solutions enhance your operational efficiency and effectiveness.
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Take the First Step to Elevate Your Workforce



Looking for a job?




Apply Today
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90,000+ Right People for the Right Jobs.

We focus on finding the best people to fill the positions our clients need. MAU means better business for our clients and better jobs for our applicants.
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Better Process

Better People
At MAU we pride ourselves on our people. Our superior processes, along with our personnel, mean lower turnover and higher output, helping our partners exceed their goals.
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Manufacturing in the Age of Electric Vehicles: A New Era for Industry
by Allie Pizzemento | Apr 2, 2024 | Workforce Insights
Electric vehicles (EVs) have transformed from a mere novelty to the driving force of the automotive industry, thanks to advancements in battery technologies, cost-efficiency, and global environmental initiatives. Urban Science reports that EVs garnered a 7.8% market...

read more
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Understanding the Next Generation of Workers in Manufacturing
by Allie Pizzemento | Mar 27, 2024 | Blog, Workforce Insights
The manufacturing industry is a constantly evolving ecosystem. It is reshaped by the changing needs, attitudes, and behaviors of its workforce. As the next generation of the manufacturing workforce emerges, the industry must adapt to stay relevant and competitive. Our...

read more
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Master Advanced Manufacturing by Outsourcing Non-Core Functions
by Allie Pizzemento | Mar 20, 2024 | Workforce Insights
As the intricate gears of advanced manufacturing continue to evolve, organizations are under increasing pressure to streamline operations and stay ahead of the technological curve. In this ever-shifting landscape, one strategy shines as a beacon of modern efficiency:...

read more
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Looking for a job?




Apply Today



Leave MAU a Review!





Trustpilot
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